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Custom tailored with a range of 
creative shapes and finish choices 



 
Create a retro decorative style interior by selecting 
from a variety of polycarbonate materials blend 
through unremarkable industrial designs, colors 
and textures. 

Intricate new finishes add a decorative vintage touch to a industrial geometric shape 

With our flexible digital production system, our fixtures can be modified in
a variety of ways. Contact us to discuss your specific needs.

We can supply a wide range of customization options without long lead times.
Our revolutionary new manufacturing technology allows us to deliver
unprecedented speed, flexiblity and economy.

We optimize the design of our fixtures expressly to reduce our product’s environmental
impact: Lightweight materials reduce our carbon footprint during production
and reduce the fixture’s weight to minimize our transportation footprint.

Digital manufacturing techniques create new surface textures resembling
corrugated, tufted, or deeply layered finish styles.

Custom designs for demanding project needs

Custom options delivered fast

Fixtures inherently designed for low environmental impact

Get a vintage 
atmosphere 

Unique new finishes 

Tailored to your preference

Fast lead times 

Circular economy ready

Decorative Pendants Industrial Series  



Modern eye-catcher
designs

As a delightful modern interpretation 

of retro industrial lamps, this series 

embody an elegant and classic look. 

They can be adjusted with diverse 

colors and shapes to draw people’s 

attentions to the decoration. 

CChoose from nine different 

polycarbonate shades customizable 

with stylish colors and fine textures 

that cast multiple light effects and 

have a unique visually pleasing look. 

They integrate as a distinctive piece to 

any interior.

All transparent designs have an inside 
hood totally customizable with 
different colors evoking a stylish look. 
They are an ideal decorative element 
for applications such as caffe bars, 
lounge areas and offices.

Industrial light modernity with
unique features
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